Isovolumetric performance of isolated ground squirrel and rat hearts at low temperature.
The effects of low temperature on mechanical performance of the isolated left ventricles of the 13-lined ground squirrel (a hibernator) and the rat (a nonhibernator) were studied. In addition, low-temperature performance of hearts from summer-active, winter-hibernating, and winter-active ground squirrels were compared. By measuring pressure (P) generated against a balloon inserted into the left ventricle, maximum developed pressure (DP) and maximum rate of increase of P (peak dP/dt) were determined over a temperature range of 5-20 degrees C. The DP and dP/dt of the rat ventricle exhibited significantly greater reduction in magnitude at reduced temperature, compared with those of ground squirrel ventricle. Rat, but not ground squirrel, hearts exhibited arrhythmias of various kinds, including extra-systoles, tachycardia, pulsus alternans, and periods of asystole. Hearts from winter-active ground squirrels developed greater pressures than those from winter-hibernating and summer-active animals. This evidence suggests that disruption of cell communication in the nonhibernator ventricular myocardium plays an important role in the failure of the nonhibernator heart at low body temperatures. Contractility of the seasonal hibernator's heart is influenced by both season and hibernation itself, possibly through shifts in myocardial metabolism. However, seasonal adaptations appear not to be required to confer the special resistance of the seasonal hibernator's heart to the deleterious effects of low temperature.